We present a class of macroscopic models of the Limit Order Book to simulate the aggregate behaviour of market makers in response to trading flows. The resulting models are solved numerically and asymptotically, and a class of similarity solutions linked to order book formation and recovery is explored. The main result is that order book recovery from aggressive liquidity taking follows a simple t
Introduction
Limit order book is at the heart of trading on any organised venue. Dynamics of the order book is central to understanding the price and liquidity impact of any trading strategy, and it is important in a number of intraday trading strategies.
Several models of the orderbook dynamics have been proposed over the years, most notably [3] , [4] , [5] , [10] , [14] and others. These models generally assume a generic shape of the order book, and a process for its recovery when liquidity is taken out through trading.
We take a slightly different approach, inspired by concepts from fluid dynamics. Separating the order book dynamics into conserved and non-conserved components, we get a generic framework into which we can plug in increasingly complex assumptions about interactions between limit orders in the book.
The result is a model which is sufficiently simple to allow analytical insight, and sufficiently realistic to provide a number of features of real life order books.
We are specifically interested in processes governing order book formation and recovery, and we look at some simple solutions to the resulting transport equation which are relevant in that context.
Basic dynamics of the Limit Order Book
Simple schematics of the limit order book is shown in Figure 1 . We denote by S the price level, and by h(S, t) the total quantity of limit orders available at level S at time t. We use subscript to denote partial differentiation, so h t = ∂h/∂t and h S = ∂h/∂S.
Conservation laws
The quantity between two price levels S 1 and S 2 is given by
h(S, t) dS (1) and the quantity flux is defined as
the instantaneous rate of flow of quantity through the given part of the order book. Then, differentiating (1) with respect to time and using integration by parts, we get the law of conservation of quantity in the form
where Q(S, t) is taken to mean Q(−∞, S, t) for the bid side, and Q(S, ∞, t) for the ask side. Note that it is unusual to make the underlying dynamics lognormal in orderbook models, since the effects of lognormality are tiny on relevant price and time scales. Hence we formally allow bids lower than zero, but this has no meaningful effects on the analysis.
Equation (3) is analogous to the standard physical conservation of mass. The left hand side contains the conserved terms, or flow of quantity through the orderbook, and the right hand side denotes any creation or destruction of quantity in the orderbook. Equation (3) has a simple interpretation, namely that any changes of quantity at a given price level (term h t ) correspond to quantity migrating between levels (term Q S ), or quantity being added to or taken out of the order book (term P ).
The source/sink term P does not correspond to quantity being extinguished through aggressive liquidity taking, which would be handled through boundary condition to the equation (3), but it purely corresponds to quantity changes away from the touch.
The case where orders can be created or cancelled, but quantity is never moved between levels encompasses a number of well known order book models. If there is no quantity flow between levels, then Q ≡ 0 and equation (3) becomes
This formulation includes all of the models from [3] , [4] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [14] , and many others.
Flowing orders
To analyse the flow of orders inside the order book, we borrow a few ideas from fluid dynamics. We introduce pressure p(S, t) at a price level S at time t, and velocity u(S, q, t) of volume at a price level S, orderbook priority queue q and time t. The velocity u is related to the flow rate Q through
and it has the interpretation of the rate at which quantity flows from one level to another.
One intuitive formulation assumes that pressure is proportional to the occupancy of the level, p(S, t) = θh(S, t)
for some constant coefficient θ.
The interpretation of equation (6) is that traders look to avoid adverse selection by looking for empty or near-empty levels. The more quantity is already available at the level, the higher the pressure at that level, and the lower the likelihood of new quantity being added to that level.
To that, we have to add a constitutive equation relating the pressure to the velocity. We use an algebraic velocity profile of the form
for some constants ρ, β > 0, as shown in Figure 2 . The interpretation of (7) is that the force trying to move orders is proportional to the pressure gradient (term p S ), while the ability of orders to be moved depends on their relative place in the queue at their level. Orders at the front of the queue (q = 0) are relatively immobile, and they can only move at some slip rate u 0 . The orders at the end of the queue are most mobile, and they are most likely to move around to avoid adverse selection. Finally, the division by h ensures that the dependence on the place in the queue is relative rather than absolute. In other words, an order with q lots in front of it may be either very immobile if there is a long queue behind it (q h), or very mobile if it is the last lot in the queue (q = h).
Putting equations (3), (5), (6) and (7) together, we get
Finally, we can group the constants into a single time scale to which we rescale the time to get the transport equation
where t now denotes the rescaled time, t → t/θ(β + 1). We finally add the condition
to keep the quantity in the orderbook finite. The integral from S 0 and +∞ is the total volume of the ask side, and from −∞ and S 0 of the bid side. As above, we formally allow negative bid prices due to the effects of lognormality being negligible on the time and price scales of interest. The integral condition (10) can be relaxed in practice to study some simple phenomena. For example, we may look for solutions with uniform order book thickness in deep book, h → h ∞ for S → ±∞; these would formally have infinite order book volume, but they may be part of an otherwise useful approximation near the touch.
We still need one further boundary condition, and it usually takes one of the forms
The boundary conditions specify the orderbook thickness, pressure or flux at the level S 0 , respectivel, and S 0 denotes an appropriate price level. S 0 is usually, but not necessarily, chosen as either the touch level, or some appropriate price level inside the spread.
In most practical cases, the slip term can be set to zero, u 0 = 0. The transport equation (9) is well known in fluid dynamics, where it describes the propagation of gravity driven thin layer of an inviscid fluid. The derivation in the fluid dynamics case is somewhat different, in that inviscid fluid has a steady profile which is not normalised to film height h, u(S, q, t) = u(S, t).
Transport equation is a second order, nonlinear isotropic diffusion equation. Isotropy is sometimes considered to be a problem, because flow of orders towards the touch level is not the same as the flow of orders away from the touch levels. On the other hand, anisotropy can be provided through the boundary conditions. Intuitively, flows in deep book are generally dominated by competition for queue priority, and they are at leading order isotropic.
3 Solving the Transport Equation 3 .1 Steady state and the S 1/2 profile Setting u 0 ≡ P ≡ 0, we can find a family of steady state solutions of the form
for some a, S b .
The only set of solutions with finite total order book quantity is the one with negative ± sign inside the square root, and it implies a decaying square root profile maximised at the touch level, and zero beyond the point S b , as shown in figure 3 .
In this solution, the pressure is maximised at the touch level, and pressure falls off in deep book. The book thickness reaches zero after a finite number of levels.
While this is not a particularly interesting family of solutions in its own right, it serves as a set of long time attractors for various solutions. One of the parameters in (12) can be eliminated through the requirement that the orderbook quantity is retained, but this still leaves a one-parameter family of solutions. This remaining parameter is usually determined from the boundary conditions.
Similarity solutions and the t 1/3 scaling
We look for more interesting solutions in the similarity form,
All terms are balanced if the scaling is
and the similarity function v then satisfies
is the dimensionless speed of the touch level. The minus sign, combined with the substitution (13) keeps the intuitive distinction that γ > 0 corresponds to the advancing touch level (increasing best bid, or decreasing best ask), and γ < 0 corresponds to retreating touch level (decreasing best bid, or increasing best ask). If the touch level is neither advancing nor retreating, γ = 0. Equations (15), (16) do not have analytical solutions, but they can be solved asymptotically and numerically.
Around the touch, the leading order asymptotics for γ ≥ 0 is
There is no positive similarity solution for γ < 0.
In the deep book, we find
for some deep book constant v ∞ > 0. The far field decays like h ∝ 1/s at leading order, with the motion of the touch only providing a higher order correction. Note that the similarity solution formally implies infinite order book volume, due to its deep book decay being only 1/s. In practice, there are no fractional quantities in a real life order books, so the corresponding sum would be finite in real life. The similarity equation (15) is symmetric for γ = 0, hence at leading orders symmetric terms are independent of γ near the touch (18), while the antisymmetric terms depend strongly on γ and vanish for γ = 0. At higher orders, the effect of γ begins to mix into symmetric terms due to nonlinearity of (15), and the mixing is obvious in the deep book limit (19).
Substituting (18), (19) back into (9), we get the touch similarity solution h 0 and the deep book similarity solution h ∞ as
There is an entire family of similarity solutions satisfying the deep book boundary condition (19), parametrized by the deep book constant v ∞ . Only one of them satisfies the touch condition (18) for any γ, and it has to be calculated numerically. The profiles of the similarity function for various values of touch speed / touch angle γ are shown in Figure 4 .
The numerical solution for the similarity function behaves as expected from the asymptotics. It leaves the dimensionless touch at zero with finite angle γ, it peaks at some point beyond the dimensionless touch, and then it decays as 1/s into the deep book. Its assosiacted pressure peaks at the touch, and it is balanced by negative pressure at a point beyond the peak of the profile. The pressure then relaxes to uniform pressure in deep book.
The interpretation is that orders several layers behind the touch find a possibility to improve their queue position by migrating towards the touch, leaving their original place in the queue and generating negative presure there. The accumulaton of these competing orders near the touch generates a high degree of competition for a place in the queue, manifested as high pressure, and this moves the touch forward. Orders sufficiently deep in the book do not participate in this queue competition, and their pressure is uniform.
It is of note that the profile of the solutions to (15) looks very similar to the order density of Gatheral [7] , Bouchaud et al [5] and many others. This is not entirely surprising; this profile is largely dictated by the boundary conditions (16); the simplest non-negative function subject to boundary conditions (16) rises from v(0) = 0, reaches a finite positive maximum, and then decays back to v(∞) ∼ 0.
Simulations
We have performed simulations for the advancing order book in two scenarios. In the first scenario, the ask order book was filled with uniform quantity above a fixed price level, and left to evolve. In the second, everything was the same but the touch was blocked from advancing below a fixed level, chosen to simulate the effect of the bid book.
The effect we simulate is the recovery of the order book after a large execution has wiped out a number of ask levels.
The orderbook profiles and corresponding pressures for the two scenarios are shown in Figures 5 and 6 .
The initial profile has a high pressure point due to the sharp cut-off at the initial touch level, and the initial stage consists of smoothing out this kink by pushing quantity both inside the spread and into deep book.
Once the effect of the initial cut off has worn out, the orderbook profile assumes the form of the self similar pressure wave advancing according to the t 1/3 similarity solution.
In both examples, we have put a firm stop to advancing touch at the price level S = 0, simulating the effect of the bid book. In the first example, the simulation was started sufficiently far from the firm stop so that its effects are not felt. In the second example, the simulation was started near the stop so that the stop is reached quickly.
The first example maintains the self similar pressure wave, and it would continue to maintain it for ever in the absence of a firm stop. It continues to spread ever smaller quantities deper and deeper into the spread according to the t 1/3 similarity solution.
The second example reaches the firm stop relatively soon after the simulation was started. Self similar propagation ends once the firm stop has been hit, the touch level stops advancing, and pressure builds up at the touch level. In the limit, the pressure is maximised at the constrained touch level, and it falls off in deep book. The pressure gradient is imposed by the firm stop to the advancing contact line. The only way to releave the pressure at the touch would be to release the firm stop by crossing the spread from the ask side and taking out levels from the bid book, or by reducing the quantity at touch by crossing the spread from the bid side.
Once the similarity scaling breaks down due to the imposition of hard stop, the soluction begins slow convergence to the steady S 1/2 profile from Figure 3 . This convergence is very slow, and it is of no practical importance for understanding real life order books.
Conclusions
We have presented a simple model of quantity flows in a limit order book. We are primarily interested in quantity-conserving flows, and we only use a simple assumption about the behaviour of market makers. Namely, we assume that market makers would rather join relatively empty levels than relatively full levels, and that orders' ability to move around depends on their place in the queue -the first order in the queue is the least mobile, and last order in the queue is the most mobile. We use an algebraic velocity profile, but the form of the resulting transport equation comes out independent of the choice of the algebraic profile. The choice of the algebraic profile only affects the resulting relaxation time scale.
The model is not intended to simulate a real world order book with all its complexities. Instead, it is intended to simulate, in a statistical ensemble sense, the collective behaviour of market makers and their reactions to each other and other traders.
As such, it would be foolish to take a snapshot of any real world order book, feed it to our model as the initial condition, and expect a realistic prediction of the shape of the order book in the future.
The model is, however, useful in isolating various effects that make up the behaviour of real life order books. The specific worked out example concerns the reaction of the order book after significant quantity has been taken out by aggressive traders, and the way the interaction between market makers decays the initial impact.
We show that the relaxation is self similar with the t 1/3 scaling until the suitably chosen mid point ("mid point" being used in the most general sense) has been reached, building up a new steady state. The resulting steady state has high pressure at the thus formed touch level, and it is this high pressure that leads subsequent reactions of the order book to new situations.
There is a limiting steady state solution with S 1/2 profile , having peak pressure at the touch evel and square root decay to zero after finitely many levels. This steady state serves as a long time attractor to the solutions with fixed touch level. However, the time scales in which the steady state is reached are very long, and they exceed any reasonable time scales related to real life order books. The touch pressure gradient is initially high due to the sharp cut-off, and it is quickly smoothed out. Subsequently, the self similar pressure wave propagates the touch level as t 1/3 . Figure 6 : Advancing Ask book, limited at fixed price level.The touch pressure gradient is initially high due to the sharp cut-off, and it is quickly smoothed out. Subsequently, the self similar pressure wave propagates the touch level as t 1/3 . Once the limit has been reached, the pressure wave can propagate no further and pressure builds up at the constrained touch level.
